Introducing the photochromic Rx sun
lens designed to enhance color visual
performance for all types of outdoor
activities. From running, hiking or walking to just sitting back watching the
action, Seiko Sportswear Transitions
SOLFX lenses offer enhanced color
recognition, contrast and depth perception by adapting to varying lighting
conditions.

Seiko Sportswear Transitions SOLFX
lenses are a perfect choice for people
who are looking for more than what
their fixed tint sunwear provides. Their
light green-gray color tint indoors
changes to 85% sunglass shade
outdoors when exposed to UV light.
This green-gray color space allows
true color recognition, providing the
wearer with clearer, more vivid “color
enhanced vision.”

Sportswear Transitions SOLFX lenses
include all Seiko patented 100% back
surface free-form progressive lenses,
new Wrap Tech 1.67 free-form high
base single vision lenses for Seiko
Wrap Tech eyewear, and aspheric
1.67 single-vision lenses. A wide variety of flash, solid and gradient mirror
coatings are also available.

color enhanced vision
Light green-gray color tint in low light conditions

Sunglass dark green-gray color tint in full sun

70% light transmission

15% light transmission

color enhanced vision

SEIKO Internal Free-Form Lenses

1.67 SEIKO Super SV
Aspheric Single Vision

Patented 100% Back Surface Designs
• Succeed • Succeed Ws • Supercede
• Supercede Ws • Surmount
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Coming Soon!
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72mm (before decentering).
68mm (before decentering).
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Limited availability dependent on frame size,MFH and PD.
Please consult with customer service for Rx’s in this range.
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1.67 Polarized and
new WrapTech Thin!
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1.53 & 1.59

Trivex (1.53) & Poly (1.59)
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Wrap Tech 1.67 Free-Form High Base
for SEIKO Wrap Tech Frames
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color enhanced vision

SPHERE POWER

color enhanced vision
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*Surmount Sportswear not
available in 1.59 index

All Sportswear lenses are available with Mirror Finishes which
includes FREE backside Surpass ECP Anti-Reflective coating.
Flash: Silver, Gold		
Solid: Silver, Gold, Blue
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SEIKO Optical Products of America, Inc.
Transitions and the swirl are registered trademarks, and XTRActive and
SOLFX are trademarks of Transitions Optical, Inc., Pinellas Park, FL.
All other Trademarks are property of their respective trademark owners.
Photochromic performance is influenced by temperature, UV exposure and lens material.

Gradient Flash: Silver, Gold
Gradient Solid: Silver, Gold, Blue
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